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Ian Saw
THE MIME-ARTIST BECOMING A BLIND-MAN
The artist's nimble fingers glance
across the surface of the glass.
The images of frantic hands,
like water-spider's upside-down
reflections, ape their frenzied dance.
Then pause and touching, cold as clay,
the mirrored features of his face;
they seem to mould its disarray
and change the contours and the shape.
The living folds of flesh obey
and duplicate the formless mask
a caged imagination makes.
Content, he smiles and turns away.
The fluttering fingers seem to clasp
a makeshift likeness to his heart.

IT'S HER MOTION
I think
moves me most
it is eye-catching
and I
watch her in Hyde Park.
If it were not

for the way she moves
she would be just any
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girl
in tattered jeans
rather grubby
really
but she is very
nearly
perfect in her movement
poise
grace
as she walks
the highwire
path
balanced
perfectly.
She has a rather...
ordinary
face
it is an urchin's
and her hair
is straight
short
unruly.
Somehow
it does not seem unusual
that she should have
a blue cattle-dog
scouting her flank
he is grinning hugely
foot-long tongue
red
lank
lapping
the winter-green
grass
he is completely
out
of joint
merely a pup
he is a lolloper.
She turns
suddenly
swivels
from the hips
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points
to something
is gone
calling
into the sun.
If I could only capture her

like that...
drawn in
to the morning's vortex
and the flurry of gulls.

DEATH OF GINGER MEGGS
News Item: The victim of yesterday's
fatal rail accident at Rockdale
has been identified as an actor,
aged 17. He received wide recognition
several years ago for playing
the title-role of Ginger Meggs
in the popular film.
He was...

What if
Ginger Meggs
found that life
wasn't really like that?

Like what?
All sun
and no rain
perhaps
what if
he found that the bullies
always
get the better
of the battlers?
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He didn't know that?
What if
he woke up
roped to a mortgage
and found Tiger Kelly
owned the bank?

Ain't it a fact I
What if
he just couldn't hack
the pressure anymore
all those black eyes
just to make us laugh
and jumped under a train?

He'd go splat?
What if
his flesh smashed
and his bones
clattered and cracked
and he dropped to the track
four carriages back
before the train pulled up?

That's a bit rough.
What if
the shop-girl with the legs
kept on eating her fish
and chips
and the Fat Man said
if he had any consideration
he'd have done it
at the station
so we wouldn't get held up
this close to Xmas.

That's life
I guess.
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EVERY CHILD KNOWS ONE
Every child knows one
who will step out from behind a bus
and disappear as strangely
as the space left by a stone
entering water.
I knew such a one:
she came every day from Tatura
with a grubby face
and I liked her
not knowing she was cherubic
as I do now.
Not understanding
the explanation
the water
the stone
the empty space.
Only feeling
the chill of the blue air
that rushed into the vacuum of her place.

•
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